
1. Introduction

Most work on sentiment analysis aims to predict the

emotions elicited by the author when writing a passage

of text[1]. However, predicting public sentiment to

news articles is a potentially more difficult task

because, except for some opinion pieces, news articles

are not always written to evoke particular emotions,

but rather simply to convey information. Furthermore,

news articles span multiple domains and many

sentiment analysis tasks for the Korean language focus
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  약 온라인 뉴스는 기존의 신문을 체하 고, 우리가 정보에 근하고 공유하는 방법에 큰 변화를 가져왔다. 뉴스

웹사이트들은 사용자가 댓 을 남길 수 있는 기능을 오랜 시간동안 제공하 고, 그 몇몇 뉴스 웹사이트에서는 뉴스 기사

들에 한 사용자의 반응들을 크라우드소싱(crowdsource)하기 시작했다. 감정분석 분야에서는 텍스트에 반 된 감정과 반

응들을 컴퓨 으로 모델링하기 한 시도를 하고 있다. 본 연구에서는 뉴스 기사에 한 반응들이 뉴스 본문과 수학 인

상 계를 갖는지 밝히기 해, 사용자로부터 생성된 다섯 가지의 감정 라벨(label)을 사용하여 10가지 카테고리(category)

에 해당하는 100,000개 이상의 뉴스 기사들을 분석한다. 본 연구에서는 처리과정이 최소한으로 필요하고 기계학습이

용하지 않아도 되는 간단한 감정 분석 알고리즘(algorithm)을 제안한다. 우리는 이 모델이 한국어와 같은 형태론 으로 복

잡한 언어에도 효과 이라는 것을 증명한다.
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on only one domain such as product reviews[2,3],

movie reviews[4], or stock market prediction[5].

Further complicating the task is the fact that different

readers react differently to the same piece of

information. That being said, most readers would

consider an act of terrorism to evoke "angry" or "sad"

emotions, and an article about philanthropy to evoke

"heartwarming" emotions, for example.

In online news, users play the role of both consumer

and producer by reading and reacting to articles.

Predicting such reader emotions could have deeper

implications for marketing where brand image and

consumer sentiment is of paramount importance. It

could also play a helpful role in the field of public

relations for companies writing press releases.

However, as it would be intractable for humans to

review every possible piece of writing for possible

emotional response, it would be helpful to have a

method to do so automatically. In this work, we build

an emotional dictionary to assist with this task.

Our main contributions are as follows. 1) We

propose a totally automatic approach for generating an

emotional dictionary which requires no human feature

engineering; 2) We analyze the effectiveness of such an

algorithm on domain-independent data; 3) Our

approach requires no extensive preprocessing; 4) Our

algorithm has the ability to predict emotions in text

that generally has no explicit expressed emotions.

2. Related Work

Most work on sentiment analysis focuses on

classification of short text such as product reviews[6],

movie reviews[7], microblogs[8] which are typically a

paragraph or shorter. Emotion classification of such

data aims to predict the emotion evoked by the writer.

Reviews using ordinal rating scores (e.g., 1-5) are

typically handled by regression techniques[9,10]. It can

also be done by using association rules.[new paper]

News data, on the other hand, is annotated with

several subjective emotions (heartwarming, sad, angry,

like, desire follow-up article) and presents us with the

issue of predicting the reaction experienced by the

reader. The length of news articles means that the data

is more sparse than short text, and emotions are less

explicit and agreeable than with movie or product

reviews. Although not all readers will respond the

same way to a particular article, several previous

research attempts emotion detection with news data.

The SWAT system[12,13] uses a supervised approach

and develops a word-emotion mapping dictionary to

score the word of news headlines. [14] uses a

word-emotion dictionary to predict user reactions on a

popular Chinese news website.

However, in Korea, there is little prior research on

inferring sentiment from large bodies of text such as

news. In [5], 1,170 stock news articles are used for

constructing an emotion dictionary. The articles were

collected 30 per day by hand, limiting the potential size

of the corpus. Furthermore, a dictionary of vocabulary

related to the domain of stock market news and a

reciprocal relation model to handle domain-specific

adversative conjunctions are constructed, incurring a

high manual labor cost.

In [15], positive, negative, and neutral patterns were

extracted based on word frequency to perform opinion

mining using Daum movie review site data containing

point-based ratings and 100-character review text.

However this work also used exhaustive manual labor

to construct hand-crafted rules, greatly limiting the

scalability of the approach.

Up until now, domestic research has focused on

domain-dependent tasks such as classifying product

reviews and movie reviews and predicting stock prices.

However, when the domain is fixed to a specific field,

the emotion dictionary’s scope is also limited to that

particular domain’s lexicon, limiting its potential

usefulness in domain-independent tasks.

In this work, we propose a method of constructing

a domain-independent dictionary for news data
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spanning a variety of categories. In addition, since the

proposed method does not utilize hand-crafted features,

it has the advantage of requiring no extensive human

labor beyond initial collection of the training corpus.

3. Model

We assume a corpus of W terms, K emotions, and

N training documents for which we would like to find

a probability distribution of K emotions. Our objective

is to generate a word emotion dictionary. TF-IDF is

pre-calculated for each document to account for term

frequency and inverse document frequency, similar to

[16].

The categorical distribution of E user emotions is

denoted by           and is

normalized such that    . The distribution 

for every document i is already known.

We define 
  as an indicator function of

whether term j occurs in document i, which is a binary

value of 0 or 1. This ensures that if term j does not

appear in document i, it will not contribute to

emotion-term weights for term j.

We define the weight of emotion k for term j as

follows:

  
  






 

where  is the normalized probability of emotion k in

training document i, which is already specified by our

data.  represents the pre-calculated TF-IDF

weighting constant for term j in document i, and  is

a weighting amplification factor.

Using the emotion-term weight  , we can

calculate the probability of  conditioned on an unseen

document  from a held-out testing corpus. TF-IDF

is also pre-calculated for every term j on testing

document m as  , independently from the training

corpus. Absolute IDF values may vary between

training and testing sets depending on term

distribution. In the case that TF-IDF weighting does

not increase performance, weight  can be fixed to

a value of 1.
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Therefore, the probability mass function    for

E emotions in unseen document m can be expressed as:

   
  





or, in expanded form:
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Terms appearing in the test document that are

missing in the training data are considered OOV

(out-of-vocabulary) and do not contribute to the

calculation of the emotion probability distribution

 .

To evaluate our system, we label the dominant

emotion k for document i as :

  argmaxkrik

 is then compared to  during evaluation.

4. Experiment

4.1 Dataset

132,545 articles were collected from N news website

from 2017-1-1 to 2017-11-30 and were utilized to
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automatically construct a word-level emotion

dictionary. The articles span multiple categories,

including breaking news, elections, IT/science,

entertainment, economy, society, lifestyle/culture,

world, politics, and opinion. Depending on training

parameters, the number of training documents varied

from 14,698 to 92,436. The held-out test set size was

fixed at 20,000 documents for consistency and the same

test documents were used for all experiments.

4.2 Method

To evaluate the proposed algorithm, we adopt the

Acc@k approach as used in [17,18]. Acc@k measures

whether or not the predicted emotion appears in the top

k emotions of ground truth set E_topK@d. We fix

parameter k to 1, also known as the Acc@1 approach

which is considered to be the most important metric in

the literature [17,18].

Given a document d, ground truth emotion set

E_topK@d including the K top-ranked emotions, and

the top ranked predicted emotion e_p, Acc_d@K is

calculated as:

The resulting classification accuracy Acc@k is then

calculated by dividing the sum of Acc_d@k values

returned from the proposed classifier by the sum of the

Acc_d@k values from a classifier returning ground

truth. All experiments were performed in Python 3 on

Ubuntu Linux 16.04.

4.3 Results & Analysis

For our experiments, we adjust three parameters:

Majority Threshold, Minimum Reaction Count, and

TF-IDF Weighting Amplification Factor. The model is

retrained for each set of attempted parameters. In order

to measure the influence of each parameter, the values

of other parameters are fixed. Performance is then

measured for each set of parameters using the Acc@1

metric.
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Fig. 1. PerformanceY-axis : %) while adjusting 

Majority Threshold(X-axis : %) parameter

Majority Threshold specifies the minimum percent

of total reactions that the dominant emotion must

account for in order to be included in the training set.

Fig. 1 shows the impact of the Majority Threshold

parameter on performance. We fix Minimum Reaction

Count to 10 and TF-IDF Weighting Amplification

Factor to 1.0 when adjusting this parameter. As the

Majority Threshold is increased, performance appears

to degrade. This is because as the Majority Threshold

parameter is increased, the number of potential training

documents is also reduced as some become unusable.

The performance difference resulting from a Majority

Threshold of 51% and no Majority Threshold is only

0.02%. We conclude that the number of training

documents is the overriding factor in determining

performance.
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Fig. 2. Performance（Y-axis : %) while adjusting 

Minimum Reaction Count (X-axis) parameter
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The second parameter we adjust is Minimum

Reaction Count, which specifies the minimum number

of total reactions submitted by users that need to exist

in order for the data to be included in the training set.

We fix Majority Threshold to 51% and TF-IDF

Weighting Amplification Factor to 1.0. As seen in Fig.

2, when Minimum Reaction Count is set to 1

performance is at its worst, suggesting that pruning

sparse reaction data can be useful. However, due to the

reduction of training set that occurs when pruning

some of the more sparse training data, increasing

Minimum Reaction Count beyond 10 appears to cause

only a degradation in performance.
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Fig. 3. Performance（Y-axis : %) while adjusting 

TF-IDF Weighting Amplification Factor 

(X-axis) parameter

Lastly, we attempt to adjust the TF-IDF Weighting

Amplification Factor with Majority Threshold and

Minimum Reaction Count fixed to 51% and 10,

respectively. This parameter is the factor by which

arbitrary word-emotion weights are multiplied by the

TF-IDF constants. A value of 0 means that TF-IDF is

not considered during emotion dictionary generation.

Our experiments shown in Fig. 3 indicate that an

amplification factor of 1.25 is ideal, which implies that

performing TF-IDF is meaningful for improving

performance. However, overamplification of TF-IDF

causes a performance decrease in our tests. We suspect

that although TF-IDF is one meaningful element, there

may also be other latent factors at play.

Controlling for other parameters, our experiments

indicate that the best settings should be a Minimum

Reaction Count of 10, no Majority Threshold, and a

TF-IDF Weighting Amplification Factor of 1.25. The

amount of training data appears to be the most crucial

factor affecting performance, assuming that data has at

least 10 reactions.

5. Conclusion & Future Work

In online news, users not only read but also

contribute to news articles by providing their reactions.

Predicting such reader emotions could have deep

implications for fields such as marketing and public

relations. However, doing so is a difficult task because

news articles do not always include explicit emotions.

Approaches exist for domain-specific fields, but they

incur an unreasonable human labor cost and scale

poorly, and therefore the training corpus sizes and

potential for performance improvement is limited.

The emotional dictionary we built in this work

successfully uncovers a correlation between long,

domain-independent news article body text and

crowdsourced user reaction data. We have proposed a

totally automatic approach for producing this emotional

dictionary which requires no feature engineering or

preprocessing. We have also shown its applicability to

predicting user reactions to news articles spanning a

wide variety of categories. Performance is shown to be

65% over 5 different reaction types.

Our work focused on creating an emotion dictionary

totally automatically at a low cost. While our approach

does not utilize machine learning, future work should

focus on the potential applications of neural networks

or other deep learning architectures to the problem of

domain-independent Korean news article sentiment

classification, which we believe may be an important

factor in increasing classification performance.
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